
So many exciting things are happening — from COVID vaccinations to seeing everyone who has supported us 
through the pandemic vote for us in this year’s Best of the Lake contest. 

Voted best restaurant at the Lake of the Ozarks —
Best Fine Dining

Best Steak House
Best Bar and Grill

We also are honored to receive second place recognition for the Lake of the Ozarks’ best dessert, friendliest 
restaurant and best happy hour. Thank you for your support and positive feedback. A comment I have heard the 
most in the past few weeks is how well Baxter’s has continued to excel with the consistency of food and service 
we have always been known for. People are at the core of any successful business, and our ongoing success is a 
testament to the dedicated team of Baxter’s. 

This success is only possible with the leadership of Corey Roberts, our chef and general manager who opened 
Baxter’s with me 13 years ago, and Guest Relations Manager Ashley Manning, who has been with us for nine years. 
Their excellence and dedication helped us to grow as a team and develop an outstanding core group of staff. I 
want to thank this team for not only surviving a pandemic intact but also for continuing to excel in the face of that 
adversity.

Dining Service Team: 
• Elly Steele, 10 years 
• April Cline and  

Nicole Carpenter, 9 years 
• Jennifer Hansen, 8 years 
• Hanni Secrest, 7 years 
• Sarah Clark, 6 years 
• Jasmine Kirby and  

Dylan Atkinsson, 3 years 
• Bryan Jones and  

Zane Bunch, 2 years 

Bar Service Team: 
• Martin Dubbs and  

Joselyn Hutchcraft, 12 years 
• Nicole Carpenter, 9 years 
• Scott Wolfgang, 8 years 
• Dylan Morgan, 7 years 
• Fabian Maldonado, 4 years 
• Ally Wells, 3 years

Kitchen Team: 
• Demetrio Garcia and  

Jose Perales-Ambrocio,  
11 years 

• Benjamin Gabriel, 10 years 
• Warren Carthron and  

Cirilio Santos-Rodriquez, 8 years 
• Brenda Dietrick, 7 years 
• Jacob Parker, 3 years 
• Christian Routh, 2 years

And finally, thank you again to our customers for all of your support and for voting us the best restaurant at the Lake 
of the Ozarks for fine dining, steakhouse and bar and grill. We look forward to seeing you soon at Baxter’s!

Ted Geiger

May 14, 2021


